We examine the predictions of a new theorem relating signal identification (specifying a signal as a particular member of a set of potential signals) to signal detection (discriminating the presence of a signal). The theorem, derived in the context of signal-detection theory, requires that the signals be equally detectable and orthogonal. Our sinusoidal signals are partially masked by noise and their intensities adjusted to produce equal-signal detectability; we do not examine this assumption of the theorem. The theorem generally provides a reasonably accurate description of recognition performance for two-signal and four-signal conditions and is equally accurate for both the Yes-No and category-rating procedures. In a preliminary investigation of the orthogonality assumption, we varied the frequency separation between two signals. When the frequency separation between two signals is small (20 Hz near 1 kHz), the theorem fails to provide a good description of performance.
INTRODUCTION
Detection is usually described as the ability to discriminate the addition of some signal to either a quiet or noisy background. Recognition, identification, or localization implies the additional ability to select the detected signal from a set of many. All signals are pulsed sinusolds, one of several different frequencies, partially masked by noise. The observer gives two responses, first a detection responsew whether a signal is present or notwand second, a recognition responsemwhich of several possible signals it might be. In three different experiments we examine the effect of experimental method (Yes-Noversus rating procedures), number of signals, and frequency separation between signals. A strong assumption 9f the theorem, the orthogonality of the signals, is tested by this last experiment.
The second strong assumption in the theorem, equal signal detectability, is not experimentally examined; we tried to make all signals approximately equal in detectability.
I. STATEMENT OF THEOREM
To understand the recognition theorem, we need to explain the experimental conditions in more detail. Consider the following situation: A single observation in- The open circular points are the proportion of correct recognition responses predicted on the basis of the detection responses. t
As can be seen, the obtained data falls systematically below the predicted point for observers JU, GR, and KL, and nearly on the predicted value for LT. The average discrepancy is about 8% at the most lenient false alarm rate and smaller at the more strict criteria.
As mentioned above, the observer gave a recognition response even when the detection response was negative. Table I gives the percentage of correct recognition responses given a"No" detection response. As one might expect, the recognition percentage for the very strict criteria is considerably above the chance level, 0.45 rather than 0.25. As the criteria are made more lenient, this probability decreases toward the chance level.
B. Rating data with four potential frequenciesExperiment 2
The same four observers listened to the same four signal frequencies but gave a six-point rating as their detection response prior to their recognition response. For each observer we can compute the probability of a correct recognition response given each criterion level. These conditional probabilities are given in Table   II . For each observer there is a monotonic increasing relation between the detection category and the probability of a correct recognition. For the most lenient criterion (almost certain there was no signal) the recognition accuracy is nearly at the chance level, but all observers are slightly greater than 0.25.
The theorem assumes equal detectability, and during the training period, we attempted to find signal' levels which produced this condition. To check this, we can tabulate the probability of correct responses given each signal. Table III to hear, they might respond with that frequency whenever they were uncertain, and hence increase the percentage of correct responses at that frequency.
C. Rating data with two potential signals-Experiment 3
The rating experiment with four signals is a difficult task. We decided to simplify the task by using only two frequencies. In addition we varied the difference in frequency between the two signals and thereby explored the question of whether violation of the orthogonality assumption influenced the discrepancy between the predicted and the obtained recognition scores.
The rating method was used throughout since it seemed to work as well as the Yes-No task and was more efficient. The first two frequencies tested were 500 and 2700 Hz. Figure 4 shows the data obtained from about 1000 trials. The predicted and obtained scores are in nearly perfect agreement for JU and LT; for GR and KL the obtained recognition scores are somewhat lower than we would predict given the detection performance. Table IV presents the recognition score for each rating category. For three of the observers the recognition score is above chance even at the lowest rating. In general, the recogfiition accuracy increases monotonically with detection category, as one might expect. Note GR and KL, who obtain lower recognition scores than we would predict, have very high recognition scores for the lowest detection category. Observer KL, for example, achieves a recognition probability of 0.83 (N = 23) on those trials when he was almost certain the signal had not been presented. We are inclined to believe GR and There is a systematic decrease in recognition performance, relative to the predicted value, as the frequency separation between signals decreases (Experiment 3). Performance falls markedly below the pre- 
